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:3piritualisIT) ll) ±be Ligbt of Tbeosopby. 

1 t is with much pleasure that I find myself here on this plat
form, because in days gone by I have been a spiritualist, and 
have posse~sed the power of mediumship; I have passed through 
all the different stages of mediumship, and therefore feel that 
what I relate to you to-day is said from experience and knowl
edge, and not from hearsay. I have felt all the joys as well as 
the sorrows of mediumship, and having passed through these 
various stages I have entertained the greatest pity for those 
mediums who have been found out in trickery and fraud, because 
knowing the laws that govern mediumship, having been amongst 
mediums of all kinds and descriptions, I understand what are the 
temptations which lie in their way. When I was a spiritualist 
my great endeavor was to have a home formed for mediums-a 
home where they would be able to live in happiness, surrounded 
by beautiful scenery, exquisite flowers, lovely paintings and soul
insptnng music. So that being surrounded by everything that is 
grand, both in nature and in art, they would then be able to give 
more satisfactory seances to the public than are being given to
day, when they are compelled to lead a life amongst all kinds of 
persons, a promiscuous environment where the magnetism is of a 
lower order and the vibrations inharmonious These work upon 
the medium in a harmful way, his organism being so sensitive 
that he is like an instrument upon which play all the vibrations 
around him, each one fluttering against and setting his sensitive 
organism into commotion, swaying it either for good or for evil, 
so that perfect harmony and peace are absolutely necessary for 
mediums. I used my best endeavors to persuade rich persons 
interested in Spiritualism t9 .form such a home-but selfishness 
met me on every side. What did they care-they paid their 
money for their seances, and then what mattered it to them what 
became of the unfortunate mediu.ms; and so I failed. 

[A Stenographic Report of a Lecture delivered by Countess Wachtmeiste r at the North-
western Spiritualists' Camp Meeting, July 23d, 1897.) · 
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HOMES FOR MEDIUMS 

But let me put once more this project before you. How wise 
it would be here in America, where you have such a vast number 
of Spiritualists, that you should entertain this idea and bring this 
proposition once more before the public. There are many wealthy 
persons who would perhaps be willing to help if you only placed 
the plan before them plainly and clearly, and then such a home 
might be founded-such a retreat formed, so that when you held 
your seances you would be certain that those seances would · be 
under the best conditions. In San Francisco, several years ago, 
I mooted this idea to many Spiritualists, and they told me that 
they were contemplating building a large edifice that was to have 
various rooms, one for materialization, one for trance-mediumship, 
and so on; each room would be devoted entirely to one particular 
kind of mediumship; and it was also decided to have a large organ 
in the center of the Lyceum, so that during the seances, beautiful 
and grand music would be filling the air with harmonious melo
dies. When I passed through San Francisco this spring, l 
learned that the project was strengthening in the minds of the 
Spiritualists, and that they hoped soon to erect such an edifice. 

Now this is good so far, but not enough, because you want a 
home for your mediums where they need not live in penury, often 
wanting a crust of bread, for such conditions actually have I found 
in my experiences, and it caused me many a pang to see the 
misery and poverty that surrounded those unfortunate beings; 
and when I found them tricking at seances and afterwards ex
postulated with them-this is the answer which they invariably 
gave me: "Are we to starve? When we give genuine seances 
so much vitality oozes out of us that during the daytime we are 
unable to do our work; we spend most of the hours in a sleepy, 
hazy condition; it is impossible for · us to give materializing 
seances continually without feeling the injurious effect on the 
physical health, and utter prostration as a consequence." There
fore, if you love your Spiritualism, you should also care for your 
mediums, making their surroundings pleasant, agreeable, and 
above all, pure for them, and then would your seances be far more 
satisfactory than they are to-day. 
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PERSONAL EXPERIENCE 

When mediumship first burst upon me, it came like a wonder
ful revelation, and I felt as if a divine inspiration had over
shadowed me, so that I must go out into the world and proclaim 
this grand mystery to all who would listen to it. But before 
doing so, I frlt that it was my duty to investigate and to know 
thoroughly what I was talking about. I gave up two years of 
my life entirely to the study, living, as I tell you, in the vicinity 
of the best mediums; traveling from country to country, so that I 
should gather together the experiences of different nationalities 
and thus discover if they coincided one with the other. I studied 
and read all on the subject that was to be found, for I considered 
that if Spiritualism could be demonstrated before the world as 
having nQ dross within it, and that it was a pure philosop~y, then 
would I consecrate my life to it. Now how did I investigate? 
By very simple, but effectual methods. I engaged a medium for 
a certain number of seances, say IO or 12, paying him highly, so 
that he would give his services entirely to me during this series 
of seances. Then the group of persons around me were in per
fect sympathy with the medium and myself, and no stranger was 
ever admitted, as it was necessary to keep the conditions of per
fect harmoi:y and not permit any other kind of magnetism to 
penetrate where the best sort of manifestations were desired. 
The results were extraordinary, and I will describe to you one 
seance, to show you what it is possible to obtain if proper condi
tions are adhered to. 

MATERIALISATION EXPLAINED 

My test rules were the following: Pieces of paper sealed with 
my own seal across the doors, cupboards and windows, so that 
nobody could enter from without, and a box of matches in my 
pocket ready to be lighted at any moment. At this seance the 
medium lay on a sofa with a curtain before him, a gas-jet burning in 
the room with pale tissue paper before it, but every objed clearly 
visible to the eye. After hearing the medium give a few sighs, 
the entity appeared · and seated himself on a chair by my side for 
20 minutes, as seen by the clock. I then with my scissors cut 
off a piece of his robe and watched it in my hand gradually fade 
away, and then as it vanished the entity remarked ••that is a part 
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of the vitality of the medium,'' and as he went on explai nin g 

how medium(lose their vitality at every physi. al seance, I looked 

earnestly in his eyes to catch every word he sa id . I sudden ly 

saw thos< eyes disappear, and that was the o nly thing which 

proved}o m e that the entity sitting near me was not a human 

being, for every time I gazed intently into those eyes, they 

seemed to vani~h and only cavities r~mained; how, indeed , could 
t hey be materialized when we kn ow that th e eyes are the win
·<lows of the Soul? The entity now retreated, saying, "l am 
going t o prod uce for you what has rarely been done at any 
·seance. I will bring the medium into this room so that you may 
touch and feel him , and thus certify to the world the truth of 
materialization." He then disappeared behind the screen, and 
that tall figure brought out in his arms the medium wh.o looked 
.J ike a skeleton , all of the clothes hanging from him, so that.taking · 
hi;; hand the flesh fell down in bags; then the entity spoke: "l 
have drawn the vital ity from the medium. If you were suddenly 
to t 'y to arouse him he would die , because I should not have time 
to restore the magnetism into his system. " The medium was 
indeed a pitiable object, wrinkled and loose skin hanging about 
the ske leto n form, all the vitality out of him. Looking then at 
the entity, I asked him whether the whole of his body \\'as 
materiali ze d, and he replied: "lt is not-the brain is empty-that 
is the case in nearly all materializations, the brain is a cavity, be
cause · were we to take the particles from the train the medium 
would become insan e. Therefore, we have to be most careful not 
to attempt to materialize the brain, but instead cover the brain 
ei ther with a semblance of hair, or vv ith some kind of headgear. " 

Finally the e ntity observed, "l must now put back the vitality of 
the medium or he wi ll d ie," and then disappearing, the vitality 
was restored to the medium, \\"ho, when full y awake, was uncon
scious o f what had occurred during his trance state, only felt him
self thoroughly exhausted . I have a lso learned much in regard 
to mat~rialization which probably may interest you. V.1hen a 
materialization has to be built up, it is usually the etheric body of 
the medium which serves as a basis; then electrical particles are 
drawn from the air and gathered together and placed on the 
c theric body. Then magnetism is drawn out of both the medium 
and the sitters, and with the magnetism the electrical particles 
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are woven on to the etheric body. That makes a vehicle into 
which any rntity steps, and as he enters, that vehicle being 
chameleon-like in nature and entirely plastic, he can shape it into 
any form he pleases and model the features he desires to produce. 

Then again, the pictures so often shown at seances are mani
pulated in much the same way-the electrical particles are woven 
together- are coated with the magnetism of medium and sitter, 
and then on that surface is projected a likeness of any friend. 
whom the sitters wish to see, the astral counterpart of that friend 
being portrayed in the aura of the sitter, or else the actual entity 
being present and lending himself to the operation . 

Once, in the course of my investigations, I developed a medium 
for materialization. I was in Paris at the time, and I was asked, 
by one of the first mediums of to-day in that city, if I would hold 
a seance with her, for she had received a communication telling 
her that I had the power to develop her. Now her whole soul 
longed for such manifestion, for they had not a single medium 
with materializing capacity in Paris, and so she implored me to 
accede to her wish. I sat with her, and the very first evening, as 
I clasped her hand in mine, we being entirely alone, her hands 
became cold and clammy, and gazing upwards she said to me, 
11 Look!" I turned to the corner of the room, and there I saw 
gradually growing a materialization . It was transparent, and 
afterward, when the medium showed the picture of her sister, I 
recognized it as the portrait of her relative. The medium then 
fell into a dead trance, and I, striking a light, watched this strange 
figure gradually fade away. I left Paris the next day, but the 
medium was opened for materialization, and afterwards when 
I read the French papers, I was amused to find that the medium 
was holding 'eances with many entities coming out around her. 

The reason I have told you this is because I wish to explain to 
you that such seances can be held under test conditions. I made 
the medium solemnly promise that she would always keep to the 
conditions which I imposer! upon her, namely, that she should 
sit in the center of the circle covered with drapery, so that her 
form would be invisible, a faint light in the room sufficient to 
render every object clear and distinct, with the visitors seated 
around her at a distance, thus no possible fraud could take place, 
for all materializations would come only within the circle, and she 
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would be safe from all temptation to impose on the public fraudu
lent manifestations. 

Having pursued my investigations to the end of these two 
years, I came to the conclusion that mediumship for me was not 
desirable for the following reason: 

I did not care to make myself passive, thus pe~mitting entities 
of the other side to take possession of my body. I was never 
unconscious, so that during the whole time that I passed through 
these various stages of mediumship, I was as conscious as I am at 
the present moment. 

But I reasoned thus: All the experiences given by these 
mediums (and I must have visited over fifty) are different, each 
experience seems to conflict with others of its kind, I can nowhere 
discover a law which binds the whole together, therefore it is im
possible that this can be the whole of the truth; it is only a frag
ment-a very imperfect one-of a vast philosophy. There must 
be something beyond it. I knew well that what I received was 
genuine, but at the same time there was no coherence or co
ordinate system in Spiritualism; there was not a philosophy that 
could be placed before the world with such a coherence of thought 
that it would be accepted really by intelligent people. 

RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS 

What Spiritualism has most gloriously achieved is the showing 
to mankind that there is a state after death, a life beyond the 
physical' and material plane, that intelligences are able to work 
the finer forces of nature and also that astral bodies are able to 
communicate with the living. You are able to draw your dead 
back again into consciousness on this plane; but is that wise, or 
is that right? You who do not think it desirable to go down into 
the slums or into the prisons to help to elevate the moral tone of 
the degraded people you can find in those conditions, will yet 
willingly accept visits from those same degraded entities, if they 
only come from the other side! There is a sort of unwholesome 
fascination about it. As one lady said to me-a lady of title in 
London who held her private seances: "Oh, such fun to-day! 
Why, we had that man (who has hanged last week), who had com
mitted those horrible crimes; he came and we had such fun mak
ing him confess the details of his guilt." This revolted me! Such 
were not the grand thoughts whic~1 should inspire Spiritualists. 
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I felt that such wonderful influx of power had been thrown down 
into Spiritualism that it should rise into something grander and 
wider, into something more noble; that all that kind of amusement 
should be discarded; that all those promiscuous seances, where 
you bring in every kind of person, every kind of magnetism, every 
sort of vibration and condition, should be put on one side; that 
laws should pervade the whole; that all Spiritualists should ad
here to those laws, so that every kind of seance should be given 
under law; then there would be a possibility of having some kind 
of order and coherence. But traveling about from one country to 
another, as I did, I found that curiosity and amusement seemed to be 
the prevailing object and only basis for the study and manifestation 
of Spiritualism. 

TURNS TO OCCULTISM 

From Spiritualism I turned to Occultism, and there l found 
that there was a method of developing the faculties which would 
enable any person to reach to the planes where the departed 
dwell. As I advanced in my studies, I found them so intensely 
interesting that I determined to give up Spiritualism, simply for 
the reason that I could get nothing more out of it. I had had 
test seances for the very highest spiritual knowledge, but these 
seances proved to be a kind of repetition of what was in the minds 
of the sitters. Though I tried in every possible way to get a 
coherent philosophy, I failed entirely to do so. 

To banish my mediumship, I had to develop my will-power. 
Therefore I began, willing at every animate and inanimate object, 
until I had developed my will-power to that extent that I was 
able to close the door of mediumship, and from that time have 
never had a single phase of mediumship, because having once 
fastened that door I have kept it tightly closed. 

I then began trying what effect this will power would have at 
seances. I visited one where little tables were scattered in the 
room, with people seated around them. It was a public room in 
Paris. An old man was talking to his son who had been dead for 
three years, and since that death the old man had received 
weekly communications from his boy. I went up to that table , 
directed my will power between him and his son and the table 
stopped; the old man was bewildered, he could not understand 
why his son should be silent, and at last the tears rolled slowly 
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down his cheeks. I moved away. The table was still. The 
thought then came to me, "What right have I to stand between 
that man and his son? vVhat right have I to impose my will 
upon another human being?" Then I removed my will-power, 
and in a few moments the table was running along merrily, and 
the old man was happy once more. 

When alone, I pondered over this great problem and came to 
the conclusion that I was acting wrongly; that no human being · 
has the right to exercise ·.vill-power over another human being. 
I looked upon it as a crime, and from that day dropped the 
physical will-power. 

COMES TO THEOSOPHY 

Later on, I came into Theosophy. A perusal of Is is Un
veiled showed me that in that volume were many of the ideas 
which I had formulated during my investigation of Spiritualism. 
I joined the Theosophical Society in the hope of gaining knowl
edge, the same motive which had prompted me when I joined the 
Spiritualists. Then I began the same process of investigation in 
Theosophy, and soon I discovered that there was another kind of 
will-power, a spiritual will-power; that was the right kind of 
power to posse<;s. And how is it to be obtained? Through self
abnegation, through denying yourself in all ways, through un
selfishness and, last ly, through the killing out of desires, for every 
desire is a bond which binds you to earth. Imagine each desire 
as a hook, each hook fastened on to the things you long for, each 
hook attached to some worldly object. On every hook is a chain 
which winds around you binding you down to earth. With every 
desire that you can overcome that hook unfastens, the chain 
loosens, drops from you and then does the spiritual force surge 
up. Therefore, every desire that you can overcome for earthly 
things, every hook that you can unfasten, liberates the spiritual 
power within you. 

Later on, the origin and the purpose of the great Spiritualistic 
movement was explained to me. I learned why Spiritualism had 
come into the world. 

WHEREFOR OF SPIRITUALISM 

A group of Atlantean Adepts, who had brought with tr.em the 
traditions of that older period of time and the knowledge of Oc
cultism, as practiced in those early days, seeing how the world was 
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rushing down into materialism with rapid strides, noticing how, as 
persons were developing their intellectual powers, the churches 
g.radually lost their hold upon them, and so having nothing to 
cling to they were drifting down into materialism, the Lodge de
termined to stop this terrible downward course; and a spiritual 
influx was thrown down here into Am.erica, and then began the 
Rochester manifestations, these Adepts being living men, great 
souls from Atlantis incarnated into the bodies of North,American 
Indians. It was they who brought fonvard this grand movement 
of Spiritualism . 

But unfortunately Spiritualism has nowhere followed alto
gether the course it was intended to develop, because their object 
was that Spiritualism through its phenomena should show to the 
world that there is a life after death; that there are forces in ex
istence finer and more subtle than the material forces; that there 
are other planes besides this physical plane. Thus far it has suc
ceeded; .but it was the intention also of these Adepts to pour out 
through Spiritualism the vast philosophy of the Wisdom Religion, 
and in this the failure comes. Why? Because the people were 
so delighted with the phenomena, so taken with the novelty of 
the manifestations, that they all rushed into phenomena at once; 
they wanted nothing more. They were able to communicate 
with their dearly beloved-what then did they care for philosophy? 

And so these Adepts. finding the impossibility of turning the 
minds of people into more ser ious channels, quietly receded from 
the movement; but there is still the chance of making the condi
tions favorable so that these Adepts who were at the head of your 
Spiritualistic Society would return to you. They are glorious 
beings, advanced Adepts, but living in the human body. Why 
then should you not develop your mediumistic powers according 
to law, so that you might become in st ruments for these Adepts 
for work in your own country? Every medium has some of the 
inner faculties awakened, but every medium, more or less, is an 
irresponsible be ing, because not understanding the laws he does 
not know how to produce phenomena at will. No medium can 
enter on to the other planes with perfect knowl~dge of all the 
conditions of those planes-a little glimpse ::loes not reveal all of 
that inner world's -:onditions. No medium has the power of en
tering on to the other planes with full intelligence, helping those 
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that have gone beyond on the actual planes in which they find 
themselves; this requil"es the perfect knowledge. 

WHITE LODGE IN THE HIMALAYAS 

Later on, in I 8 7 5, a messenger appeared from the great White 
Lodge in the Himalayas; H. P. Blavatsky, the disciple of the 
Masters, was sent by those great teachers to stem the tide that 
was rushing towards materialism; she turned, as you will remem
ber, first to the Spiritualists, hoping to get a certain number 
around her to li~ten to the grand philosophy which it was her 
duty to spread all over the world, but disapppointment was the 
result, phenomena proved too attractive. The Theosophical 
Society was formed in New York in 1875, and H . P. Blavatsky 
gathered around from all sides those who were willing to listen to 
the g rand truths which she had to expound. H. P. B. said to all 
those pupils who came to learn of her the inner truths of Occult
ism: "Never accept anything because I tell you it is true, but take 
what I tell you as a hypothesis on which to work; follow on the 
lines I will give to you, and then gradually you will be able to 
find for yourselves that what I tell you is true." Those pupils 
have gone on year after year, following the directions thus given 
to them, and, just as water dropping on to a stone will by degrees 
wear that stone away, so_ have these pupils been able by un
wearied attention to develop all these wonderful psychical facul
ties with knowledge, so that now to-day, at any moment, they can 
enter on to the astral or heavenly planes-they can meet their 
comrades, can_ converse with them, as also with the souls of those 
who have passed through death and, returning to the earth, can 
translate that knowledge on to the physical brain. These persons 
can bring their different experiences together, and finding that 
.they corroborate one another, they thus place before the public 
testimony that 1s worthy of consideration . 

SPIRITUALISM AND THEOSOPHY 

Now the difference between Spiritualism and Theosophy is , 
that in your Spiritualism you try to draw your loved ones down 
on to the phys ~cal plane of our existence, whereas, we in The_os
ophy endeavor to draw ourselves upwards on to both the astral 
and spiritual planes. You think that you benefit your friends by 
brin g ing them back to earthly conditions; we maintain that as the 
law of Evolution is continual progression, it is harmful to retard 
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the progress of those who have left this earth by inducing them 
to return, because every manifestation here causes them to imbibe 
a certain amount of magnetic vitality which prevents their astral 
bodies from disintegrating as quickly as they otherwise would ; 
and so Spiritualism retards instead of helping the loved ones. 

Now, what is the work of these disciples of the Great Masters 
of Theosophy, who are thus able to enter on to these vai-ious 
planes at will? Their work and their privilege is to receive the 
souls of the dead. There is not one single soul that passes from 
this life that is not welcomed on the other side by living men and 
women. These souls look upon them as angels because they 
see them in their astral or spiritual bodies, but they are the iiving 
men and women of to-day; and they show those souls how to 
progress; they show them their true conditions; they comfort 
them and help them to reach on to higher planes. In Lucifer, 
the English Journal of our Society, you will find an interesting 
article on this subject, callee "Invisible Helpers," by Mr. Lead
beater; also in his books, Tlze Astral Plane_s and Devacltan, he 
gives you a detailed description of these higher planes. Would 
it not be desirable for you to develop your psychic gifts in this 
way? If you could only develop your psychic faculties so that 
you had the command of them, then you would know that what 
you gave out to the world was correct and true. And then again , 
would it not be a wonderful privilege to help your loved ones on 
the other side? 

On the physical plane, as I have already told you, go into your 
prisons, go into your slums, and help people while in their physi
cal bodies; but if you want to help your friends in their astral 
bodies, then meet them on their own plane and render them there 
the services and help which you cannot give them here. 

THE FOUR BODIES IN MAN 

Theosophy teaches much that is interesting iri regard to the 
four bodies in man, namely, the physical, the astral, the mental 
and the spiritual bodies. Now the physical body should be held 
as a holy temple for the one who wants to develop psyc.hically . 
The body should be kept cleanly in every way, bathing should be 
a daily practice, so as to keep the pores of the skin perfectly pure 
and fresh. Then again, the matter of food is of great importance, 
because, as you build up your physical body with various atoms, 
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so doe 3 it become ei ther gross or ethereal. If you eat the grosser 
foods, such as flesh meats, then you build up your body with th e 
grosser particles, and thus make it less susceptible to the hig her 
influences. The great importance of this is, that the astral body 
is built up and fed on the ast ral emanat ions of the food you take . 
Therefore, if animal fl esh is consumed, the as tral body is fed with 
the psychic emanations of the animals. A ll animals have passions, 
such as jealousy, anger, etc, and you draw into your own astral 
body those particular elements, it being the body of desire. The 
astral body contains all our emotions both for good and for evil. 
Therefore we should try not to augment the evil by assimilating 
into it the passions of the animal kingdom; instead, we should 
turn to ·the finer foods of nature so that purer emanations should 
help in the building of this ethereal body. Fruits are the best , 
and everythin g on which the sun shines, because the sun has a 
wonderfully vitalizing effect, so that those who are eager for the 
purest and bes t development should eat only fruit and nuts 

But this is only the. first ancl primitive stage. The mental and 
moral have also to be developed; and how is the mental body to 
be built? The only process is through the thinking faculty. You 
build up this body exactly in accordance with your thoughts; so 
that if your thoughts are very trifling and only occupied with the 
every-day gossip of the world or trivial occupations, you build up 
a very imperfect me ntal body. Daily should you medi<ate and 
concentrate ; daily sho uld you se t your mind on some noble ideal 
or virtue; and then, by s low degrees, will you be able to turn the 
current of your thoughts from tri vialities and nonsense to higher 
themes and nobler conceptions of virtue. You may read a hun
dred books in a year and yet know nothin g of what is contained 
in those books-it is only what you really assimilate which be
comes your own. So it is far better to read only one good book 
and to have imbibed the essence of all that is noble and elevating 
within it, than to skim over many books leaving the jewels within 
them untouched. 

Then the spiritual body, how does that g row? By every 
thoughf of devotion, every thought of worship, so that every as
piration towards the divine is augmenting the joy and blessing 
which will. be experienced in the heavenly state; for the more a 
man lon gs for the spiritual while on earth, the more happiness 
awaits him on the other side. 
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Theosophy has much to teach because it lays down pla in rul es 
t o be foll owed in eve ry-day life; it al so explains how y ou ·should 
develop your faculties with und erstanding , and then it places be
fore y ou the possibility of de vel oping your inner psychic powers 
so that you may gain control over them. 

I have spoken to you to-day with my heartfelt wishes that 
some o f these words of min e may find a responsive chord within 
your hearts , so that you will realize the truth of what I am tell

ing you. 

LIVING ADEPTS GUIDING SPIRITUALISM 

When I learned that the Adepts who started the Spiritualistic 
movement were living men, a kind of revelation and explanation 
of certain experiences of my own came to me, proving to me that 
some phases of the movement were really guided by Adepts liv
ing in the physical body. In Europe I heard that there was a 
group of Spi1itualists who obtained wonderful manifestations. 
They were seven in number, and these people had given up their 
lives entirely to Spiritualism; they no longer cared for the pleas
ures of the world-they cared only for the work in which they 
were engaged. I went to the house with a certain hesitation, not 
knowing how I, a total stranger, should be received when I asked 
them to admit me into their circle . What was my astonishment 
then when they welcomed me cordially, sayiIJg, "We have been 
expecting you!" On inquirin g how this could be, they replied, 
"\Ve are a band of people who .belong to circles of seven all over 
the world. The Head of our Society is a living man in America . 
We do not know him personally, but friends have met him in his 
physical body, and he has control over all these circ:es situated in 
diffe rent countries. He is aware of all that takes place in each 
c ircle , and directs the work to bP. done; each circle sits. at the 
same hour, with thoughts and minds centered on the particular 
work in hand." They tht'!n informed me that in their own circle 
a member was able to leave his own body at will, and in his 
astral would vis it another circle, take possession of the medium , 
and then would give teachings to that circle, so that the medium 
instead of bein g controlled by a departed entity, was being used 
by a living man. This circle fell into disg race, having abused 
power confided to them, and a telegram at once received from 
_America ordered all meetings to be closed, and manifestations to 



cease. They were terribly despondent; having given up the 
pleasures of the world, their life seemed just a blank, and the 
trial was a severe one. They determined to sit all the same, 
thinking that perhaps the Head in America would not know; but 
it was useless-they could not obtain a single rap. One day an
other telegram arrived, saying, "A lady will call on you, give her 
everything, communications opened." 

You may imagine the joy with which they received me. I 
came; I sat with them, and the manifestations were simply mar
velous. I remained with them for a week .. They wanted me to 
join their band, but I said "No; my object is to study Spiritual
ism, and I can join 1'10thing until I have finished that work." 

They then offered to communicate with me at a distance, and 
I agreed, thinking it would be interesting. They then said, 
11Would you like Jonathan to visit you; he is the one whom the 
Head in America always uses when he wants to perform any 
great physical manifestation." In my innocence I replied, 11 Yes." 

SOME OCCULT EXPERIENCES 
I left them; I went to Switzerland, and, suddenly, in the mid

dle of the night, I awoke hearing voices talk to me. I got up, 
wrote down what was said, and then afterwards, through letters, 
verified that what I had heard was actually correct. One day a 
most awful experience came to me. I was in a Hotel about to 
retire to rest, when suddenly I heard a voice like the rumbling of 
thunder, and in a moment every piece of furniture was turned 
around. The noise was fearful, and the thought came to me
People in the Hotel will be alarmed . What shall I do? I ex
claimed, "} onathan, is it you," and a deep rumbling "Yes" was 
the answer. I begged him with all my· heart to go away. I 
heard steps coming up the stairs. I locked my door, but it was 
of no use. The door was opened and the Hotel-keeper came in: 
11 What have you been doing with this furniture?" "Oh," I re
plied, "when I come to a Hotel I always like to change the furni
ture in my room. I hope it did not disturb you?" He looked at 
me and said, 11Are your arms so strong?" 110h, yes," I replied, 
"well developed muscles." He left me with these words: "l 
hope you will not move any more furniture, or we shall have to 
come again." I locked my door quickly, and I whispered to my
self, "if it comes again I shall be put into a lunatic asylum." I 
retired to rest, but did not sleep so afraid was I that Jonathan would 
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return, and early the next morning I paid my bill and went away. 

Now this corroborates the idea that your Society has been con
trolled by living Adepts. Again to prove to you how Occult 
Societies can be guided by living men. When I was in Germany 
I heard of a certain group of men and women, also seven in num
ber (always strange that number seven), who were determined to 
sit for Spiritualistic manifestations, to develop into mediums; but 
the very first night they were informed that such was not to be 
their object; they were to develop their faculties, so that they 
would be able with knowledge to enter on all planes at will, and 
then they would be able in Germany to bring forward the Theo
sophical teachings, because the Germans, who ::i.re so proud of 
their philosophers and of .their past records of philosophy, would 
be unwillin g to accept Theosophy from England. Therefore the 
great Adepts of the White Lodge sent one of their messengers 
to that group of men and women, who could neither read nor 
write, with the exception of one boy who acted as scribe, and, by 
slow degrees, they developed the marvelous powers within them. 

On acquainting Madame Blavatsky with these facts, she replied: 
"l know those people, there is an Adept in Nuremburg who is 
developing them ." She then begged me to go to Kempton, the 
town where they were living and verify for myself how wonderful 
were their great gifts and knowledge; also H. P. Blavatsky 
prophesied "that in time those men will have royal personages as 
their pupils ." This prediction, I have been told, has come true. 
The men and women who once lived . in a factory have to-day a 
hundred pupils to whom they teach the laws of Occultism, such 
as we have it in our Theosophical Society, only they give out in 
Western terms that which has been given to us in Eastern 
phraseology. Thus is it proved, beyond a doubt, that living 
Adepts are controlling Occult Societies all over the world; but the 
g reat White Lo,dge of the Adepts in the Himalayas is the grand 
goal to which all, one day, will reach; and every true Adept looks 
with reverence and love to those divine Teachers and Helpers of 
humanity. Therefore, let each one, in whatever Society he may 
find himself, try to develop the powers that are lying latent 
within himself, so that as they blossom out into activity, he may 
work for the service of mankind, not on ly on this plane but on 
other and finer planes of being. C. W. 
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science. 
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in man. 
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t ive on all rnemuers. 
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for the views of!others. This toleration and respect is asked from all members 
as a duty, dogmatism and intolerance having always been the greatest foes 
to human progress. The Society,;therefore, while reprt-senting all creeds and 
all branches of science, opposes bigotry, suptrstition , credulity and dogu1atism 
wherever fou11d•a11d.by whomsoeyer taught, a11d asks of its rnembers a11 un
fli 11ching condemnation of vice in every form a11d of all th al tends to feed or 
propagate it; it also expects every 011e who joins its ranks to avoid doing what 
will he likely to throw discredit upon the society or dishonor upon his fellow 
members. 

T h e study of the principles of Theosophy, or old Wisdo111 Relig ion, a11d the 
conuected publicHtions made through the Theoscphical Society, have already 
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More detailed information ca.n be obtained from the Secretaries of the 
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from :Mercury Office, 414 Ma.son St ., Sa.n Francisco, Ca.l. 
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